Analysis and recognition of characteristics of digitized tongue pictures and tongue coating texture based on fractal theory in traditional Chinese medicine.
Simple fractal dimensions have been proposed for use in the analysis of the characteristics of digitized tongue pictures and tongue coating texture, which could further the establishment of objectified classification criteria under the conditions of expanding sample size. However, detailed descriptions on simple fractal dimensions have been limited. Therefore, BP (back propagation) neural network model classifiers could be designed by further calculation of the multiple fractal spectrum characteristics of digitized tongue pictures in order to classify and recognize the thin/thick or greasy characteristics of tongue coating. The fractal dimensions of sample data of 587 digitized tongue pictures were collected in a standard environment. A statistical analysis was conducted on the calculation results of the sample data, and the sensitivity of the fractal dimensions to the thin/thick and greasy characteristics of digitized tongue pictures was observed. As the overlap region resulted from a range of values of a single parameter, another 8 characteristic parameters of the multiple fractal spectra of the digitized tongue pictures were further proposed as the elements in the input layer of the three-layers BP neural network. Automatic recognition classifiers were designed and trained for the characteristics of digitized tongue pictures and tongue coating textures. The simple fractal dimension was sensitive to the thin/thick and greasy characteristics of digitized tongue pictures and could better judge the characteristics of the thickness of the tongue coating. A classifier with characteristic parameters of multiple fractal spectra as the input vectors identified by the BP neural network models could effectively increase the accuracy rate judged by the characteristics of the tongue coating texture.